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Ashita wo terasu yo sunshine
Mado kara sashikomu
Tobira hiraite
Yeaahhhh Yeahhhhh Ahhhhhh Ohhhhh... 

Stop! 
'Cause you got me thinking that I'm a little quicker
Maybe the rhythm's off but I will never let ya (know)
I wish you could see it for yourself
It's not, it's not, just stop, hey y'all! yada! 
I never thought that I'd take over it all
And now I know that there's no way I could fall
You now it's on and on and off and on
And no one gets away

Boku no yume wa doko ni aru no ka?
Kage mo katachi mo mienakute
Oikakete ita mamoru beki mono
There's a sunshine, in my mind

Ashita wo terasu yo sunshine
Doko made mo tsuzuku
Me no mae ni hirogaru, hikari no saki he
Mirai no sunshine kagayaku sunshine
You know it's hard, just take a chance
Shinjite
Ashita mo harerukana

Honno sasaina koto ni
Nandomo tamerattari
Dareka no sono kotoba
Itsumo ki ni shite
Sonna yowai boku de mo
Itsuka kanarazu kitto
Tsuyogari sore mo makeoshimi

Boku no yume wa nandatta no ka?
Daijina koto mo wasurete
Me no mae ni aru mamoru beki mono
There's a sunshine, in my mind
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Ashita wo terasu yo sunshine
Doko made mo tsuzuku
Me no mae ni hirogaru, hikari no saki e
Mirai no sunshine kagayaku sunshine
I know it's hard, just take a chance
Shinjite
Ashita mo hareru kara

(Rain's got me down, it's got me down)

I guess I'm waiting for that sunshine
Why's it only shine in my mind
(My mind, my mind)
Guess I'm waiting for that sunshine
Why's it only shine in my mind
My mind, my mind

Ashita wo terasu yo sunshine
Doko made mo tsuzuku
Me no mae ni hirogaru, hikari no saki e
Mirai no sunshine kagayaku sunshine
I know it's hard, just take a chance
Shinjite
Ashita mo hareru kara
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